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Learning Objectives 

❏ Understand how up-front planning pays dividends to your final dashboard 

❏ Learn the rationale for the Formula  

❏ Visualize the formula laid out in an analytics tool 

❏ Demonstrate proficiency in approach through live group example 

❏ Walk away with step-by-step instructions for how to make this repeatable and part of your 

experimentation process 

 

High Level Experimentation Process 

 
 

Assumptions 

Your current experimentation process includes: 

● Detailed Planning (examples: detailed measurement plan, setting monitoring guardrails, defining 

what success looks like, what actions will be taken regardless of outcome) 

● Continuous Monitoring (ensured statistical test’s health, data is sufficient for analysis, primary KPIs 

aren’t consistently tanking) 

● Conducting deep dive analyses on complete impact of your change on the business (down funnel 

conversions, cannibalization analysis, halo effect) 

 

If all these things are true you can use the template as is today. 

 

If not let us help you tweak your process to get the most out of your experiments! 
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Glossary 

Audience  - Sample of the population that qualifies for an experiment. Description of key segment of users. 

An experiment can target the whole audience or to a specific subset audience.  

 
Control  - Site default/existing user experience/journey to which treatments are 

compared. (In back testing or reverse testing, Control may not always be the default site experience.) 

Alternate term: Default, Champion 
 
Controlled Experiment  - An experiment done under controlled conditions i.e. with only one or a few 

factors changed at a time while all others are kept constant. Alternate term: Test 
 
Challenger  - A change in the user experience/journey that is hypothesized to impact the user behavior in 

some way. Alternate terms: Treatment or Variant  
 

Decision Plan  - Plan for decisions to be made based on test outcome. Ideally a matrix view 

highlighting the interpretation and action to be taken for every result scenario 

possible (control wins against variant 1; control wins against variant 2; variant 1 

wins against control; variant 1 wins against variant 2 etc). 

 
Guardrail Metrics  - Metrics to check that the user behavior or business goals are not being harmed. Used 

to check the wider impact of the change being tested. Crossing the threshold of acceptability defined with 

stakeholders during the test planning phase should result in a conversation with the business stakeholders 

on whether the test should be stopped. 

 
Hypothesis  - A statement based on a question you can validate, because you have stated your belief 

rooted in evidence. Includes a description of the change that will be made, how that change will impact 

behavior, and why the change is needed.  

 
Operational Metrics  - Metrics to check the health of your test’s delivery to users. Checking that the 

statistical test, user experience, and site performance are not harmed. Crossing the threshold of 

acceptability defined during test planning should result in immediate pause of the test, and root cause 

analysis should be performed. Usually causes the refielding of tests. 

 
Random sample  - Randomly selected, distributed, and representative sample of a test population. Note, in 

a web based test, you don’t use a random sample, but rather random assignment as users visit your site and 

qualify for your test. 

 

Variations  - All the different versions of an experience you are exposing your users to.  Alternate terms: 
Recipes, Treatments, Variants 
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The Formula 

This formula supports an action-focused story for your stakeholders. 

Why we tested 

What was tested 

Outcome of the test 

● Impact on Primary KPI 

● Secondary Analysis 

● Stakeholder voting 

What we learned and what actions are we going to take 

 

By the time you’re putting together this presentation, much of this content in this formula will already be 

created! See below, all of the content in the highlighted sections of the Test Plan have a home in your final 

presentation of the results.  
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Why we tested. 

How we think about it. 

This might seem self explanatory, but this is the foundation for your audience to ensure they can follow 

along with the rest of the story. How can you help your audience understand why you dedicated the 

resources to validating this hypothesis in the first place? 

 

Outline the opportunity: what’s the premise? 
 

● Layout the business case and rationale for running this experiment. 

○ What problem are you attempting to overcome? 

○ What opportunity would you like to take advantage of? 

○ What risk are you trying to mitigate? 

● What is your supporting evidence or observations? 

● At a high-level, describe the alterations you are making to the user experience/journey and how you 

hope it will affect their behavior. 

● How will this test outcome ladder up to your business goals and strategic priorities?  

 

Close this section by succinctly describing what the experiment will solve for in the form of a question, or 

as we like to call it, the diet hypothesis statement ! 

 
 
 

Tips for putting it into practice 

Provide the evidence that led to this test idea 

● Use titles above visualizations to clearly state what was observed in the data 

● If more than one visual is used to illustrate a single observation still include a single title for the 

overall observation, and in the individual visualizations use their titles to clearly state what fact is 

shown 

● Make sure all segments/calculated metrics are clearly labeled 

● Your story should read clearly without the user having to look at the visuals  

● Visuals are only there for proof of your statements 

 

Summarize the business case for running this test 

● Tie it back to the impact it could have on the business 

● Why it is important to test 
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NOTES: 
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What was tested. 

How we think about it. 

Two main components in this section:  experimental design & measurement plan. 
 
 

Share highlights of the test design that 

can familiarize your audience with what 

exactly was presented to what users in 

this test. Answer questions such as: 

 

● How does someone qualify for this 

test?  

● Any audiences or key segments 

targeted? 

● Where on the site or app were 

changes made? 

Next you’ll explain how the experiment 

was measured. What is the full definition 

of success and what is the ruler we’re 

using to evaluate the results? 

 

● Full hypothesis statement 

● Success metric (primary KPI) - 

found in the hypothesis statement 

● Supporting metrics (secondary 

KPIs) - examples: cannibalization 

or down-funnel analysis 

 
 

Tips to put it into practice: 

Include your exact hypothesis the test is set up for 

● We use the “If - then - because” structure 

○ Highlights what we changed, what we believe the impact will be, and why we believe that to 

be true 

 

Give a summary of pertinent details of the test 

● Just enough to give them context for the story and dashboard 

● Give each each Must-have it’s own test box with clear title: 

○ Description of challenger and control 

○ The test audience & location 

○ Definition of the Primary KPI 

● For additional details, such as all the Supporting Metrics, provide a link to the Test Plan 
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NOTES: 
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Outcome of the test: Voting 

How we think about it. 

 
Show the results from a prior poll asking your stakeholders, “Which variation will win?” This gamification is 

great for supporting a culture of experimentation. In our experience, rarely does the majority get it right 

and this is a great proof-point of the power of experimentation! Also, this gets even tangential stakeholders 

invested, who doesn’t love a little friendly office competition? 

 

Some considerations when setting this up in your organization: 

 

● Be sure to include “no winner” as an option alongside all of your variations 

● Consider tracking results by individuals at your company to see who has the best track record!  

● In-person poll ideas: whiteboards or post-its/bingo voting dots on print-outs in the break-room 

● Virtual poll ideas: Google Form, Outlook voting buttons, survey tools such as SurveyMonkey 

 

Tips to put it into practice: 

Call out the % of voters that voted correctly on the test outcome 

 

This data does not have to come form a connected data source 

● Can even just include text boxes to summarize the voting outcomes  

● If dashboards support images being included you could even have a picture of the whiteboard 

people voted on! 

 

This section and practice will allow for reporting across multiple tests  

● Great buy in for stakeholders 

 
 
 

NOTES: 
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Outcome of the test: Impact on Primary KPI 

How we think about it. 

It’s time for the big reveal. By isolating the impact on the success metric (or primary KPI) first, you can get 

your audience to focus on any real user behavior changes you observed.  

 

This section consists of three key pieces: 

● Headline stating the outcome 

● Single, clear visualization of primary KPI by variations 

● Call-out of business impact  

 

Remember to be the translator between what the data says and what your stakeholders care about most! 

In the business impact call-out, take conversion rates and percentage lifts and express them in terms of the 

language your stakeholders speak, such as how many more leads, sales, accounts created, trials, 

memberships, etc. they can now expect.  

 

And if your challenger turns out to be significantly lower than control, no sweat. As we know, there are 

learnings and actions from every test, regardless of outcome. As an example, instead of talking about how 

many more leads this new variation will produce, you can translate to what you’ve saved your business by 

only deploying as a test and not rolling out to 100% without validating first.  
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Tips to put it into practice: 

Keep this section clean and concise 

 

Make it clear what the statistical test concluded, and if the ENTIRE definition of success was met 

● State what the stats test concluded 

● Include summary of business thresholds that had to be met, and if they were in fact met 

 

Show the health of the statistical test that was run 

● Include the check for Sample Ratio Mismatch (SRM) 

○ Check with Chi Squared test if this ever looks off during the test, and always at the end of 

the test 

● Show the lift between Control and Challenger and state whether it was higher or lower to the 

Minimum Detectable Effect (MDE) set in the test design 

 

Tie the result back to the impact on the business 

● Translate what the impact on the Primary KPI means for lower funnel conversions / main business 

goals 

○ Helps illustrate why this outcome is important 

● Chose a consistent method for extrapolating impact 

○ Helps with repeatability for impact measurement across the program 

 

NOTES: 
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Outcome of the test: Secondary Analysis 

How we think about it. 

 
This section rounds out the picture of how the changes introduced impacted user behavior.  

 
Stakeholder questions 
Since you captured all of the questions you received or assumptions you heard during the planning phase 

of this test, now you get to address them armed with data! Addressing these burning questions, especially 

the ones from nay-sayers, will help bolster data-driven discussions. 

 
Secondary KPIs and Segmentation 
If anything you looked at in your analysis has something that popped and  adds to your narrative, add it in! If 

not, let’s keep it out of your presentation dashboard. Remember, if it doesn’t add to your story, it’s taking 

away from it! Edit. Edit. Edit.  

 

Tips to put it into practice: 

Use titles to state the exact business question your analysis has answered 

 

Directly below the question, provide the full answer 

● Again your stakeholder should not have to digest the data to make their own conclusions 

 

All supporting visuals below the question and answer should have titles stating the supporting point of 

each visual  

 

This section should not include every topic you investigated in your analysis, only the ones that mattered to 

the overall story of your test 

 

It’s ok to keep it conversational, if there is something you would call out if you were presenting it live, do so 

in the dashboard 

● Add all “voice-over” callouts 

● Reference Test Plan decisions and thresholds when applicable 
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NOTES: 
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What we learned & actions we will take 

How we think about it. 

 
Regardless of test outcome, we have learnings and actions tied to every test. In this section you’ll answer: 

 

● What did we learn? 

● What are we going to do now that we know? 

● What new hypotheses have we developed? 

 

Don’t forget to take this opportunity to get your stakeholders comfortable with failure! By shifting focus 

away from “wins” and towards insights about your customers or prospects, you’ll receive more buy-in in the 

future when you want to invest resources to develop a test - it’s less risky.  

 

 

Tips to put it into practice: 

Highlight the 1:1 relationship between Learnings & Actions with side by side set up 

 

For Learnings include: 

● The learning from the test as a whole 

○ The statistical test & the business case analysis 

○ All based on definition of success from Test Plan 

● Findings from the secondary analysis 

● Any new hypotheses 

● Process learnings that will help improve the program moving forward 

 

Make sure there is an action for each learning listed 

 

Provide contact information 

● Helps as the dashboard is shared out across the organization 

● Good practice for record keeping on who owned the dashboard and can speak to it 

● Encourages conversations around testing 
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NOTES: 
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Using this dashboard 

Remember, this is... 

 

NOT for monitoring live tests 

 

NOT for conducting your deep dive analysis after the test has run 

 

Examples of things that we agree are vital to the test process and your program, but that does not need to 

be in this Results Dashboard: 

 

● Statistical significance level 

● Practical significance threshold 

● Operational metrics 

● Who signed-off 

● How long it took the devs and designers 

● Sample size calculations  

● Error and risk tolerance 

● Full analyst scratchpad / exploration analysis  

● Table of all supporting metrics by variation 

 
 

For more information on test planning and monitoring, be sure to 
check-out the other content we have linked here: 

 

bit.ly/test-result-workshop 

 

Or reach out so we can chat!  
 

 

 
VAL KROLL  
valerie.kroll@searchdiscovery.com 

 
JULIE SHALLMAN 
julie.shallman@searchdiscovery.com 
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